
Extra care housing, or retirement housing with integrated care, has long threatened to hit it big.
Straddling as it does the dual markets of property and social care, it’s a model both rich with 
investment possibilities and the scene of great innovation in residential care.

Yet despite it being a model with clear appeal to UK baby boomers who want to maintain a 
foothold in the property market while locking in the security of support services which will grow 
alongside needs, it’s an area which continues to play a minor supporting role in care.

LaingBuisson’s report is an exhaustive review of this market 
looking at regulated forms of housing, analysing the ways in which 
extra care is indirectly regulated, considering the factors which 
will influence demand and reviewing the various funding streams 
which make it possible to build and operate this model of care 
and support.

Drawing upon proprietary research and data sources the report 
provides an invaluable picture of the current market, detailed 
trend analysis and expertise on the next steps for extra care.

Visit laingbuisson.com to find out more and to download full 
contents and figures listings.
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Digital reports include print copy back-up as well as 
PDF with licence allowing multi-reader access across 
your organisation. Licence includes the reasonable 
use of LaingBuisson’s data within your own reports.

Following a major refresh and widened remit of this report, we are pleased to present a brand new accompanying 
dataset. Created by the Elderly Accommodation Counsel (EAC), this product contains unique information taken from the 
organisations’ National Database of Housing & Care Homes for Older People. Focused solely on Extra Care; Assisted Living; Close Care; 
Housing with Care and Enhanced Sheltered Housing schemes, this exhaustive dataset contain information on c.1,700 facilities - each with 
up to 400 data points covering: parent owner, council, region, unit number, tenure, date of build and much more.

Available for £3,500 (+vat), contact us on 020 7841 0045 to find out more
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